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tathagatananda “consciousness of the beyond is the raw material of all religion.” religion is singular in essence
and diverse in manifestation. every religion may be likened to one pearl strung with others on a necklace
whose common cord is the universal soul of each of those religions. biological extension of the action
principle: endpoint ... - endpoint determination beyond the quantum level and the ultimate physical roots of
consciousness attila grandpierre abstract with the explosive growth of biology, biological data accumulate in
an increasing rate. at present, theoretical biology does not have its fundamental principles that could offer
biological insight. biological extension of the action principle: endpoint ... - at present, theoretical
biology does not have its fundamental principles that could offer biological insight. in this situation, it is
advisable for biology to learn from its older brother, physics. the most powerful tool of physics is the action
principle, from which all the fundamental laws of physics can be derived in their most elegant form.
consciousness: the organizing principle of the universe ... - that it cannot, that consciousness points
completely beyond present-day science to a whole new view of the universe, where consciousness, and not
matter, or matter/energy, is the true basis for the universe, and the right fundamental term, for science, all
other disciplines as well, and for civilization itself. fundamental mathematics of consciousness fundamental mathematics of consciousness . menas c. kafatos . abstract: we explore a mathematical
formalism that ties together the observer with the observed in the view that consciousness is primary,
operating through three principles which apply at all levels, the essence of qualia of experience. the formalism
is a simplified version of cosmological, quantum and underlying principles: clues to ... - same way, one
can search for analogous universal principles that hold in realms beyond the physical. if consciousness is the
foundational substratum of the universe, principles developed in perennial philosophical systems should be
even more universally applicable and cut across all levels of the cosmos, “internal” (e.g. special issue
fundamental principles and mechanisms of the ... - fundamental principles that objectively allow for an
implementation of this sort. our secondary task will be to make a connection between these principles and the
brain and to apply them to the analysis of the foregoing agency disorders, as well as of the normal state of
consciousness. in addition, we discuss the advantages of our consciousness, physics and the - telenet consciousness, physics and the holographic paradigm, part 1 by alan t. williams the search for the fundamental
constituents of matter continues and the search for primordial energy has just begun. abstract: albert einstein
firmly rejected niels bohr's hypothesis that reality per se has meaning the law of the new thought yogebooks: home - the law of the new thought viii irresistible forces—faith and recognition of the law,
rewarded by immediate movement—one gets very much what he looks for—the law is either your master or
your servant. download the essence of vedanta the ancient wisdom of ... - fundamental principles of
vedanta - static1.1.sqspcdn fundamental principles of vedanta by swami tathagatananda “consciousness of
the beyond is the raw material of all religion.” religion is singular in essence and diverse in manifestation.
every religion may be likened to one pearl strung with others on a necklace whose common category theory
as the language of consciousness - fundamental current description of physical reality find a place in this
general framework, and how perennial philosophies can be interpreted in these new terms. the plan of the
paper is as follows. in section 2 we describe the fundamental principles of consciousness as they have been
detailed in [12]. these are the principles viewing guide - biophilic design: the architecture of life fundamental shift in human consciousness that leads to a new ethic of responsibility for caring for the earth
and our relationship to it. the heart of this challenge is a modern world that has forgotten in so many ways how
much our physical, mental and even spiritual health and wellbeing continue to rely on the quality of our
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